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HUB CHAIR::
HUB is a family of seating with clean lines and carefully contoured shape. Hub is a multipurpose chair that blends a
European aesthetic with a contrasting North American purpose. “The chair embodies a clean and elegant form while
also challenging the conventional means of manufacturing.” It features gently sloping arms and an integral lumbar
support for exceptional comfort. Hub is uncluttered design through soft geometric forms and proportions. Featuring
a wide seat and backrest, Hub chair offers three striking base designs each with their own distinct style. From
lounges and lobbies to open meeting spaces and conference rooms, Hub is perfect for today's more relaxed
workplace or hospitality setting.

About HUB Design Studio
HUB Design Studio is a Toronto based industrial design firm, creating brand-building products. Our collective of
multidisciplinary talent bridge the gap between the creative world of industrial design and manufacturing, while delivering
creative business and design solutions for our clients. In applying high-tech resources, creativity and imagination, HUB
Design Studio ensures our clients objectives become a reality. Our experiences and abilities have allowed us to work with
corporate leaders that understand the need for industrial design. Our primary focus is to design and develop commercial
office and healthcare furniture with an emphasis on “speed to market”. Our studio is well equipped to meet and facilitate
our ideas, while our passion helps us guide our process. This approach has gained us much success and recognition with
our clients.

Established in 1968, Nienkämper is an internationally recognized designer and manufacturer of fine office furniture.
Recognized as one of the 50 Best Managed Companies in Canada each year since 2009, Nienkämper is committed to
being at the forefront of innovation; collaborating with forward-thinking designers; and pushing the boundaries of
technology. Excellence from design to delivery. Please visit www.nienkamper.com
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